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11))  Christopher _________________________________. 

22))  My father __________________________________. 

33))  I __________________________________________. 

44))  Mr. Martinez _______________________________. 

55))  George _____________________________________. 

66))  Maria’s brother ______________________________. 

77))  Mr. Wood __________________________________. 

88))  Four men ___________________________________. 

99))  The blacksmith ______________________________. 

1100))  They ______________________________________. 

1111))  Victoria ___________________________________. 

1122))  The officer ________________________________. 

1133))  Students ___________________________________. 

1144))  Douglas ___________________________________. 

1155))  Mr. Green _________________________________. 

1166))  Carl’s sister ________________________________. 

1177))  Terry and his mum _________________________. 

1188))  My parents ________________________________. 

1199))  Albert _____________________________________. 

2200))  My dad ___________________________________. 

2211))  Isabella ___________________________________. 

2222))  He _______________________________________. 

2233))  The kids ___________________________________. 

2244))  I _________________________________________. 

2255))  Grace _____________________________________. 

2266))  That little boy _____________________________. 

2277))  A young lady ______________________________. 

 watch a car race 
 change a light bulb 
 give mum a present 
 make a horseshoe 
 talk on the phone 
 write a ticket 

 go on a holiday 
 draw a picture 
 not talk for now 
 watch a movie 
 play simple games 
 sit on a chair 

 

 watch a match 

 sing a nice song 

 try to sleep 

 eat chocolate 

 lift a heavy box 

 

 look for a treasure 

 do gardening 

 walk to school 

 ride a donkey 

 rest under the sun 
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Look at the pictures and write what 
these people are doing at the moment 
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 take a selfie 

 take a shower 

 tour the city 

 play tug of war 

 sleepwalk 
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1) Christopher is eating chocolate. 

2) My father is taking a selfie. 

3) I am going on a holiday. 

4) Mr. Martinez is riding a donkey. 

5) George is watching a car race. 

6) Maria’s brother is sitting on a chair. 

7) Mr. Wood is sleepwalking. 

8) Four men are singing a nice song. 

9) The blacksmith is making a horseshoe. 

10) They aren’t talking for now. 

11) Victoria is doing gardening. 

12) The officer is writing a ticket. 

13) Students are touring the city. 

14) Douglas is watching a match. 

15) Mr. Green is changing a light bulb. 

16) Carl’s sister is watching a movie. 

17) Terry and his mum are playing simple games. 

18) My parents are trying to sleep. 

19) Albert is looking for a treasure. 

20) My dad is taking a shower. 

21) Isabella is talking on the phone. 

22) He is walking to school. 

23) The kids are playing tug of war. 

24) I am giving my mum a present. 

25) Grace is lifting a heavy box. 

26) That little boy is drawing a picture. 

27) A young lady is resting under the sun. 
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